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Sexual Justice Alexandra Brodsky 2021-08-24 A pathbreaking work for the next stage of the #MeToo
movement, showing how we can address sexual harms with fairness to both victims and the accused,
and exposing the sexism that shapes today's contentious debates about due process Over the past few
years, a remarkable number of sexual harassment victims have come forward with their stories,
demanding consequences for their assailants and broad societal change. Each prominent allegation,
however, has also set off a wave of questions – some posed in good faith, some distinctly not – about the
rights of the accused. The national conversation has grown polarized, inflamed by a public narrative
that wrongly presents feminism and fair process as warring interests. Sexual Justice is an intervention,
pointing the way to common ground. Drawing on core principles of civil rights law, and the personal
experiences of victims and the accused, Alexandra Brodsky details how schools, workplaces, and other
institutions can – indeed, must – address sexual harms in ways fair to all. She shows why these
allegations cannot be left to police and prosecutors alone, and outlines the key principles of fair
proceedings outside the courts. Brodsky explains how contemporary debates continue the long, sexist
history of “rape exceptionalism,” in which sexual allegations are treated as uniquely suspect. And she
calls on readers to resist the anti-feminist backlash that hijacks the rhetoric of due process to protect
male impunity. Vivid and eye-opening, at once intellectually rigorous and profoundly empathetic, Sexual
Justice clears up common misunderstandings about sexual harassment, traces the forgotten histories
that underlie our current predicament, and illuminates the way to a more just world.
Assault on the Small Screen Molly Ann Magestro, University of Wisconsin-Washington County
2015-07-22 This book focuses on how various police and police-adjacent agencies present investigations
of rape, treat and discuss rape victims, and help to create a lens through which audience members view
rape in the real world. The programs discussed in this volume include program The Good Wife, CSI,
NCIS,Law & Order SVU, The Closer, and Criminal Minds.
Just Sex? Nicola Gavey 2018-10-26 In the award-winning Just Sex? The Cultural Scaffolding of Rape,
Nicola Gavey provides an extensive commentary on the existing literature on rape, analysing recent
research to examine the psychological and cultural conditions of possibility for contemporary sexual
violence. Just Sex? argues that feminist theory on sexual victimization has gone both too far and not far
enough. It presents the reader with a challenging and original perspective on the issues of rape, sex and
the body, incorporating new material on sexism, misogyny and digital culture, as well as debates over
gendered analyses of sexual violence. The second edition has been updated and expanded to be
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extremely timely and relevant, with the most recent high-profile rape cases – the Stanford rape case and
the Belfast rape case – being tried in the media and online. The rise of the Hollywood Harvey Weinstein
scandal and the #MeToo movement makes this book incredibly useful and necessary to those who are
working within the area of sexual violence. This will appeal to academic readers studying psychology,
sociology, and criminology, as well as those looking into cultural influences on society. It will also be
very useful to those working in the professional sector on prevention and with people who have been
subjected to sexual violence.
Werewolf Alliance Dragan Vujic 2008-03-18 Mourning the loss of his wife, a man escapes to the refuge
of the remote north. There he finds temporary peace. However, confusion sets in when he befriends an
aboriginal and subsequently learns of a dark force in the forest. Tormented by a craving for vengeance,
Brian Briteman enters the werewolf alliance. In time, he becomes a werewolf and wreaks havoc on
those responsible for the death of his wife. Unexpectedly, he falls in love for the second time with one of
the local residents. Then, life becomes very complicated and hard choices have to be made. Every
choice has a consequence. Unanticipated twists and turns emerge. Brian struggles to escape from the
mire that he finds himself in. But, the embedded powers are reluctant to release their grip.
Sex, Power, and Slavery Gwyn Campbell 2014-12-10 Sexual exploitation was and is a critical feature of
enslavement. Across many different societies, slaves were considered to own neither their bodies nor
their children, even if many struggled to resist. At the same time, paradoxes abound: for example, in
some societies to bear the children of a master was a potential route to manumission for some women.
Sex, Power, and Slavery is the first history of slavery and bondage to take sexuality seriously. Twentysix authors from diverse scholarly backgrounds look at the vexed, traumatic intersections of the
histories of slavery and of sexuality. They argue that such intersections mattered profoundly and,
indeed, that slavery cannot be understood without adequate attention to sexuality. Sex, Power, and
Slavery brings into conversation historians of the slave trade, art historians, and scholars of childhood
and contemporary sex trafficking. The book merges work on the Atlantic world and the Indian Ocean
world and enables rich comparisons and parallels between these diverse areas. Contributors: David
Brion Davis, Martin Klein, Richard Hellie, Abdul Sheriff, Griet Vankeerberghen, E. Ann McDougall,
Matthew S. Hopper, Marie Rodet, George La Rue, Ulrike Schmieder, Tara Iniss, Mariana Candido,
James Francis Warren, Johanna Ransmeier, Roseline Uyanga with Marie-Luise Ermisch, Francesca Ann
Louise Mitchell, Shigeru Sato, Gabeba Baderoon, Charmaine Nelson, Ana Lucia Araujo, Brian Lewis,
Ronaldo Vainfas, Salah Trabelsi, Joost Coté, Sandra Evers, and Subho Basu
Contemporary Perspectives on Serial Murder Ronald M. Holmes 1998-03-24 Labeled as the crime of the
1990’s, serial murder is predicted to remain the crime of the first decades of the new millennium. This
book brings together the perspectives of acknowledged experts in the field along with those of
emerging authorities on serial murder. The chapters offer a unique look at these crimes from a variety
of viewpoints and experiences. Accessibly written, this compelling volume includes information on
minorities and serial killing, as well the manner in which serial killers are traced and tracked.
Working Girls Yvonne Tasker 2002-09-11 How has the new Hollywood' responded to the new woman'?
Working Girls investigates contemporary cinema's ambivalent and complex relationship with gender
and sexual dentities in the wake of feminism. Tasker addresses the versions of the working woman
offered by contemporary Hollywood: spunky' heroines of action movies such as True Lies and The Long
Kiss Goodnight ; female cops and FBI agents, in The Silence of the Lambs, Blue Steel and Copycat, the
singer as movie-star, as typified by Barbra Streisand and Whitney Houston, and sharp-shooting cowgirls
in new Westerns' such as Bad Girls and The Quick and the Dead . She also discusses the increasing
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prominence of women as producers and directors as well as stars and performers.
Sex, Lies, and Rabbis: Breaking a Sacred Trust Charlotte Rolnick Schwab 2003-07-08 Sex, Lies,
and Rabbis: Breaking a Sacred Trust by Charlotte Rolnick Schwab, Ph.D. is a powerful book, a
combination of memoir and nonfiction, about what happens when clergy, specifically, rabbis, are
deified. It is about the betrayal and the cover up of the betrayal of teen aged girls and women by male
rabbis, and thereby, the betrayal of these rabbis wives, families, congregations, communities,
denominations, and all Judaism. Two murders are connected to rabbis sexual abuse. One rabbi is
awaiting retrial for allegedly hiring a hit man to murder his wife because of his sexual misconduct. This
author writes about her own frightening, shocking experience as the wife of a rabbi-perpetrator of
sexual abuse of other women, his violence toward her, and threat to kill her if she told about his
nefarious double life. The book delineates in one volume: the crisis in the rabbinate, in congregational
Judaism; what needs to be done to bring about healing and change; gives description of cases of rabbis
sexual abuse as told to the author (these cases are all composites; the victims/survivors identities are
disguised), and as reported in the media, including the two murders related to rabbis sexual abuse; the
alarming extent of this problem; outlines policies that synagogues and denominations need to adopt;
provides definitions of sexual abuse; discusses the kinds of personalities of rabbis which can lead to
rabbis becoming sexual predators; and offers some suggestions for prevention. The book offers a
Resources List and extensive Bibliography, including articles from Jewish and secular newspapers
around the country, about rabbis sexual abuse. The book provides a healing program geared toward
Jewish victims/survivors or rabbis sexual abuse; it can be adapted for victims/survivors of abuse by
other clergy and of other kinds of abuse, including abuse by batterers. Women who suffered abuse of
any kind will find this book validating and helpful for healing and recovery. "12 Steppers" will be
especially interested in this book. The book is helpful to people of all religions who are experiencing the
crisis of their religious authorities sexual abuse and covering up of that abuse, including Buddhists,
Catholics, and Protestants. It is an urgent read for all Jewish people concerned about the safety of their
teen aged children and women, and about the future of their religious organizations and communities.
Books have been written about Catholic priests and Protestant ministers and sexual abuse; this is the
first about rabbis sexual abuse. Rabbis Arthur Gross-Schaefer and Marcia Zimmerman, and Rev. Nils
Friberg praise the book on the book jacket. Maj-Britt Rosenbaum, MD, psychiatrist and former Director
of the Long Island Hillside Medical Center Sexuality Center, wrote the Preface. Gary Schoener, Ph.D.,
clinical psychologist, who treat both clergy-perpetrators and victims, wrote the Foreword.
Sex Crimes Under the Wehrmacht David Raub Snyder 2007 Jubal A. Early's disastrous battles in the
Shenandoah Valley ultimately resulted in his ignominious dismissal. But Early's lesser-known summer
campaign of 1864, between his raid on Washington and Phil Sheridan's renowned fall campaign, had a
significant impact on the political and military landscape of the time.
Rape and Sexual Power in Early America Sharon Block 2009-01-09
Murder Files from Scotland Yard and the Black Museum R. Michael Gordon 2018-07-11 From the files
of Scotland Yard’s “Black Museum” (open only to police officers) come true crime stories of some of the
most infamous murder cases of the 19th and 20th centuries—the Lambeth Poisoner, “baby farmer”
Amelia Elizabeth Dyer, the Gentleman Vampire of Bournemouth, the Brides in the Bath Murders, the
Rillington Place murders and many others. Along the way, investigators pass a number of crime-solving
milestones, included the first use of fingerprint technology, the early use of photography and the first
time “The Yard” enlisted the press to help hunt down a killer.
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Power of Suggestion Carolyn Keene 1993-01-01 When Nancy and Bess Marvin visit Ned Nickerson at
Emerson College, they become involved in an experiment in mind control and terror.
Encyclopedia of Victimology and Crime Prevention Bonnie S. Fisher 2010-02-02 Victimology and crime
prevention are growing, interrelated areas cutting across several disciplines. Victimology examines
victims of all sorts of criminal activity, from domestic abuse, to street violence, to victims in the
workplace who lose jobs and pensions due to malfeasance by corporate executives. Crime prevention is
an important companion to victimology because it offers insight and techniques to prevent situations
that lead to crime and attempts to offer ideas and means for mitigating or minimizing the potential for
victimization. .In many ways, the two fields have developed along parallel yet separate paths, and the
literature on both has been scattered across disciplines as varied as sociology, law and criminology,
public health and medicine, political science and public policy, economics, psychology and human
services, and more. The Encyclopedia of Victimology and Crime Prevention provides a comprehensive
reference work bringing together such dispersed knowledge as it outlines and discusses the status of
victims within the criminal justice system and topics of deterring and preventing victimization in the
first place and responding to victims' needs. Two volumes containing approximately 375 signed entries
provide users with the most authoritative and comprehensive reference resource available on
victimology and crime prevention, both in terms of breadth and depth of coverage. In addition to
standard entries, leading scholars in the field have contributed Anchor Essays that, in broad strokes,
provide starting points for investigating the more salient victimology and crime prevention topics. A
representative sampling of general topic areas covered includes: interpersonal and domestic violence,
child maltreatment, and elder abuse; street violence; hate crimes and terrorism; treatment of victims by
the media, courts, police, and politicians; community response to crime victims; physical design for
crime prevention; victims of nonviolent crimes; deterrence and prevention; helping and counseling
crime victims; international and comparative perspectives, and more.
Sexual Homicide: Patterns and Motives- Paperback John E. Douglas 2008-06-30 Who are the men
committing the rising number of serial homicides in the U.S. -- and why do they kill? The increase in
these violent crimes over the past decade has created an urgent need for more and better information
about these men: their crime scene patterns, violent acts, and above all, their motivations for
committing these shocking and repetitive murders. This authoritative book represents the data,
findings, and implications of a long-term F.B.I.-sponsored study of serial sex killers. Specially trained
F.B.I. agents examined thirty-six convicted, incarcerated sexual murderers to build a valuable new bank
of information which reveals the world of the serial sexual killer in both quantitative and qualitative
detail. Data was obtained from official psychiatric and criminal records, court transcripts, and prison
reports, as well as from extensive interviews with the offenders themselves. Featured in this book is
detailed information on the F.B.I.'s recently developed Violent Criminal Apprehension Program (VICAP)
and a sample of an actual VICAP Crime Analysis Report Form.
Weekly World News 2002-11-19 Rooted in the creative success of over 30 years of supermarket tabloid
publishing, the Weekly World News has been the world's only reliable news source since 1979. The
online hub www.weeklyworldnews.com is a leading entertainment news site.
Weekly World News 2002-12-17 Rooted in the creative success of over 30 years of supermarket tabloid
publishing, the Weekly World News has been the world's only reliable news source since 1979. The
online hub www.weeklyworldnews.com is a leading entertainment news site.
Murder and Society Peter Morrall 2006-10-02 Human psychological and physical well-being is damaged
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and destroyed when people are deliberately killed by other people. There are millions of primary and
secondary victims of murder throughout the world, and human society as a whole is a tertiary victim of
murder. Despite this, people are often fascinated and engrossed by stories of homicide and killers. This
book provides a fascinating exploration of murder, providing an insight into what leads people to kill
and what effect this has on society as a whole. This book is organized into five chapters that each
answer a specific question on murder: What is Murder? Who Commits Murder? Why Commit Murder?
Why is Murder Devastating? Why is Murder Fascinating?
JonBenet Don Gentile 2003 Never before released transcripts of the Ramsey interviews with police.
Sex-Related Homicide and Death Investigation Paul Buka 2010-06-24 Remember: Do it right the
first time. You only get one chance.Vernon J. Geberth, M.S., M.P.S., 1980, Homicide and Forensic
Consultant, Author of Practical Homicide Investigation, and the Series Editor of Practical Aspects of
Criminal and Forensic Investigations.In Practical Homicide Investigation, renowned author and
investigator Vernon J. Gebert
Handsome Killer B. J. Loft 2012-10-19 Sacramento, California 1989. Leon Sherwood arrives home from
high school at the end of his junior year and discovers his parents are dead. After the funeral, a court
order makes him live with his aunt, Lilly Furman, who is a spinster and considers Leon an annoyance in
her life. He began his senior year at a new high school and he dreamed of going to Purdue and majoring
in Engineering. Leon meets Darlene Leftish and they become lovers. When it became time to go to the
senior prom, Darlene chose to go with someone else. In a fit of rage, Leon kills her. His aunt was sure
he was guilty of the murder and told the police as much. Leon kills his aunt and leaves town in her car.
Over the next six years, he murders twenty-one women. His handsome looks and charisma lure women
to him. While Leon crisscrosses the country, he commits more murders. The FBI and state law
enforcement agencies are hunting for him. Charlie Evans and Rita Davis went through the FBI Academy
together. Charlie helped her get in shape for the physical test. Charlie was assigned to Atlanta and Rita
went to Los Angeles. Soon after, Charlie marries his fianc. When his wife gets pregnant, they are
ecstatic. But the baby was stillborn and his wife died of heartbreak and cancer. Charlie resigned from
the FBI, became a lawyer, and moved to Sacramento. Charlie often flew to Los Angeles on business. On
one of those trips, he meets up with Rita. Rita invites Charlie to a meeting with West Coast agents that
are looking for a pattern to determine where Leon will strike next. Charlie reads the map and looks at
the pins that identify Leons murders. He concludes that there is no answer as to where he will strike
next, but he does say that Leon will return to Sacramento. It takes time for Charlie to overcome the loss
of his wife and child, but over the following years, he and Rita become lovers.
We Keep the Dead Close Becky Cooper 2020-11-10 FINALIST FOR THE J. ANTHONY LUKAS BOOK
PRIZE NATIONAL BESTSELLER Named One of The Best Books of 2020 by NPR's Fresh Air * Publishers
Weekly * Marie Claire * Redbook * Vogue * Kirkus Reviews * Book Riot * Bustle A Recommended Book
by The New York Times * The Washington Post * Publisher's Weekly * Kirkus Reviews* Booklist * The
Boston Globe * Goodreads * Buzzfeed * Town & Country * Refinery29 * BookRiot * CrimeReads *
Glamour * Popsugar * PureWow * Shondaland Dive into a "tour de force of investigative reporting" (Ron
Chernow): a "searching, atmospheric and ultimately entrancing" (Patrick Radden Keefe) true crime
narrative of an unsolved 1969 murder at Harvard and an "exhilarating and seductive" (Ariel Levy)
narrative of obsession and love for a girl who dreamt of rising among men. You have to remember, he
reminded me, that Harvard is older than the U.S. government. You have to remember because Harvard
doesn't let you forget. 1969: the height of counterculture and the year universities would seek to curb
the unruly spectacle of student protest; the winter that Harvard University would begin the tumultuous
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process of merging with Radcliffe, its all-female sister school; and the year that Jane Britton, an
ambitious twenty-three-year-old graduate student in Harvard's Anthropology Department and daughter
of Radcliffe Vice President J. Boyd Britton, would be found bludgeoned to death in her Cambridge,
Massachusetts apartment. Forty years later, Becky Cooper a curious undergrad, will hear the first
whispers of the story. In the first telling the body was nameless. The story was this: a Harvard student
had had an affair with her professor, and the professor had murdered her in the Peabody Museum of
Archaeology and Ethnology because she'd threatened to talk about the affair. Though the rumor proves
false, the story that unfolds, one that Cooper will follow for ten years, is even more complex: a tale of
gender inequality in academia, a 'cowboy culture' among empowered male elites, the silencing effect of
institutions, and our compulsion to rewrite the stories of female victims. We Keep the Dead Close is a
memoir of mirrors, misogyny, and murder. It is at once a rumination on the violence and oppression
that rules our revered institutions, a ghost story reflecting one young woman's past onto another's
present, and a love story for a girl who was lost to history.
Profiling and Serial Crime Wayne Petherick 2012-12-02 Profiling and Serial Crime examines the
principles of behavioral profiling and then applies them to serial crime. This book is a completely
revised and updated edition of an excellent text on behavioral profiling and serial crime. It provides a
theoretical and practical foundation for understanding the motivation and dynamics in a range of serial
offenses. Part I of the book deals with the history, crucial issues, methods, theory, and treatment in the
mainstream media. Part II discusses serial crime in detail, including bullying, stalking, rape, murder,
and arson. The title of this edition reflects the focus on profiling as well as serial crime and has been
updated throughout with the latest research. New to this edition are five all-new chapters, including
serial harassment and cyber-bullying and the motivations of victim and offender; two replacement
chapters on serial rape and serial arson; enhanced pedagogy to keep students focused on what’s
important; and new ancillary materials for both instructor and student. The book consists of ancillary
online materials for instructors and students, including lecture slides, test bank and case studies.
Numerous case examples are included to show the real world uses of behavioral profiling in
investigations. This book will appeal to professionals and students in criminal justice and forensic
psychology programs, as well as those taking courses in criminal profiling, especially courses on serial
crime. Provides a theoretical and practical foundation for understanding the motivation and dynamics in
a range of serial offenses Ancillary online materials for instructors and students, including lecture
slides, test bank and case studies Numerous case examples show the real world uses of behavioral
profiling in investigations
The Book of Matt Stephen Jimenez 2013-09-24 “Methamphetamine was a huge part of this case . . . It
was a horrible murder driven by drugs.” — Prosecutor Cal Rerucha, who convicted Matthew Shepard's
killers On the night of October 6, 1998, twenty-one-year-old Matthew Shepard left a bar with two
alleged “strangers,” Aaron McKinney and Russell Henderson. Eighteen hours later, Matthew was found
tied to a log fence on the outskirts of town, unconscious and barely alive. Overnight, a politically
expedient myth took the place of important facts. By the time Matthew died a few days later, his name
was synonymous with anti-gay hate. The Book of Matt, first published in 2013, demonstrated that the
truth was in fact far more complicated – and daunting. Stephen Jimenez’s account revealed primary
documents that had been under seal, and gave voice to many with firsthand knowledge of the case who
had not been heard from, including members of law enforcement. In his Introduction to this updated
edition, journalist Andrew Sullivan writes: “No one wanted Steve Jimenez to report this story, let alone
go back and back to Laramie, Wyoming, asking awkward questions, puzzling over strange
discrepancies, re-interviewing sources, seeking a deeper, more complex truth about the ghastly killing
than America, it turned out, was prepared to hear. It was worse than that, actually. Not only did no one
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want to hear more about it, but many were incensed that the case was being re-examined at all.” As a
gay man Jimenez felt an added moral imperative to tell the story of Matthew’s murder honestly, and his
reporting has been thoroughly corroborated. “I urge you to read [The Book of Matt] carefully and
skeptically,” Sullivan writes, “and to see better how life rarely fits into the neat boxes we want it to
inhabit. That Matthew Shepard was a meth dealer and meth user says nothing that bad about him, and
in no way mitigates the hideous brutality of the crime that killed him; instead it shows how vulnerable
so many are to the drug’s escapist lure and its astonishing capacity to heighten sexual pleasure so that
it’s the only thing you want to live for. Shepard was a victim twice over: of meth and of a fellow meth
user.”
Legends, Monsters, or Serial Murderers? The Real Story Behind an Ancient Crime Dirk C. Gibson
2012-02-14 Covering figures ranging from Catherine Monvoisin to Vlad the Impaler, and describing
murders committed in ancient aristocracies to those attributed to vampires, witches, and werewolves,
this book documents the historic reality of serial murder.
Weekly World News 2002-12-03 Rooted in the creative success of over 30 years of supermarket tabloid
publishing, the Weekly World News has been the world's only reliable news source since 1979. The
online hub www.weeklyworldnews.com is a leading entertainment news site.
The Armchair Guide to Murder and Detection F. David Peat 1984
Rhetoric and Communication Perspectives on Domestic Violence and Sexual Assault Amy D.
Propen 2017-03-16 This book brings rhetorical, legal, and professional communication perspectives to
the discourse surrounding policy-making efforts within the United States around two types of violent
crimes against women: domestic violence and sexual assault. The authors propose that such analysis
adds to our understanding of rhetorical concepts such as kairos, risk perception, moral panic, genre
analysis, and identity theory. Overall, the goal is to demonstrate how rhetorical, legal, and professional
communication perspectives work together to illuminate public discourse and conflict in such
complicated and ongoing dilemmas as how to aid victims of domestic violence and sexual assault, and
how to manage the offenders of such crimes—social and cultural problems that continue to perplex the
legal system and the social environment.
Killing the Mob Bill O'Reilly 2021-05-04 Instant #1 New York Times, Wall Street Journal, and Publishers
Weekly bestseller! In the tenth book in the multimillion-selling Killing series, Bill O’Reilly and Martin
Dugard take on their most controversial subject yet: The Mob. Killing the Mob is the tenth book in Bill
O'Reilly's #1 New York Times bestselling series of popular narrative histories, with sales of nearly 18
million copies worldwide, and over 320 weeks on the New York Times bestseller list. O’Reilly and coauthor Martin Dugard trace the brutal history of 20th Century organized crime in the United States,
and expertly plumb the history of this nation’s most notorious serial robbers, conmen, murderers, and
especially, mob family bosses. Covering the period from the 1930s to the 1980s, O’Reilly and Dugard
trace the prohibition-busting bank robbers of the Depression Era, such as John Dillinger, Bonnie &
Clyde, Pretty Boy Floyd and Baby-Face Nelson. In addition, the authors highlight the creation of the
Mafia Commission, the power struggles within the “Five Families,” the growth of the FBI under J. Edgar
Hoover, the mob battles to control Cuba, Las Vegas and Hollywood, as well as the personal war
between the U.S. Attorney General Bobby Kennedy and legendary Teamsters boss Jimmy Hoffa. O’Reilly
and Dugard turn these legendary criminals and their true-life escapades into a read that rivals the most
riveting crime novel. With Killing the Mob, their hit series is primed for its greatest success yet.
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Death Penalty and Sex Murder in Canadian History Carolyn Strange 2020 This is the first historical
study to examine changing perceptions of sexual murder and the treatment of sex killers while the
death penalty was in effect in Canada.
Forensic Psychology Joanna Pozzulo 2021-09-02 Forensic Psychology takes a broad-based
perspective, incorporating both experimental and clinical topics. This text includes current
developments by theorists and researchers in the field. By focusing on multidisciplinary theories,
readers gain an understanding of different forensic psychology areas, showing interplay among
cognitive, biological, and social factors. Readers will find that the ideas, issues, and research in this text
are presented in a style that they will understand, enjoy, and find useful in their professional careers.
Weekly World News 2002-12-10 Rooted in the creative success of over 30 years of supermarket tabloid
publishing, the Weekly World News has been the world's only reliable news source since 1979. The
online hub www.weeklyworldnews.com is a leading entertainment news site.
Change Your Luck Richard Wiseman 2004-08 Is luck a psychic gift or a question of intelligence? What
do lucky people have that unlucky people lack? Psychologist Dr. Richard Wiseman put luck under a
scientific microscope, examining the different ways in which lucky and unlucky people think and
behave. After three years of intensive interviews and experiments with over 400 volunteers, Wiseman
arrived at an astonishing conclusion: luck is something that can be learned. Using the Four Essential
Principles: Creating Chance Opportunities, Thinking Lucky, Feeling Lucky, Denying Fate, readers can
determine their capacity for luck and learn to change their luck through helpful exercises. Illustrated
with anecdotes from the lives of the famous such as Harry Truman and Warren Buffett, The Luck Factor
also richly portrays the lives of ordinary people who have been extraordinarily lucky or unlucky.
Sex and the Eighteenth-century Man Thomas A. Foster 2006 Sex is noticeably absent from our
contemporary obsession with histories chronicling the founding generations, the Revolutionary War, or
the struggles of the early colonists. Moreover, it is rarely associated with colonial men. After all, most
would assume that masculinity is the stuff of politics, commerce, or hard physical labor. But Thomas
Foster turns this conventional portrait on its head. Vividly using court records, newspapers, sermons,
and private papers from Massachusetts, he shows that sex—understood as a mix of behaviors, desires,
and identities associated with eroticism—was a crucial component of the colonial understanding of the
qualities considered befitting for a man. Sex and the Eighteenth-Century Man begins by examining how
men, as heads of households, ultimately held responsibility for sex within marriage and the sexual
behaviors of dependents and household members. Foster then turns to how sex solidified bonds in the
community, including commercial ties among men. Starkly challenging current views, the book details
early understandings of sexual orientation and a surprising number of stereotypes until now believed to
originate a century later, including those of the black rapist and the unmanly sodomite—figures that
underscore norms of white male heterosexuality. As this engrossing study shows, we cannot understand
the problems associated with the idea of manhood in America today without coming to terms with our
past. "This is an innovative contribution to our growing knowledge of sexual identities in eighteenthcentury America. Foster frames a discussion of same-sex sexuality in the context of a rich body of
evidence for such 'nascent sexual types' as the effeminate fop, the bachelor and the sodomite. The gems
he has found in Massachusetts newspapers and court testimony make this an absorbing, well-argued
work." —Alfred Young, author of Masquerade: The Life and Times of Deborah Sampson, Continental
Soldier "In this thoroughly researched and well-crafted book, Tom Foster shows convincingly that
American notions of sexuality and manliness have long been linked in complex ways. He has uncovered
a history that we need to know—a history that exposes the roots of many contemporary attitudes toward
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masculinity." —Mary Beth Norton, author of Founding Mothers & Fathers: Gendered Power and the
Forming of American Society "Thomas Foster's intriguing book reveals what sex meant to eighteenthcentury men. He argues persuasively that all matters concerning sexuality, including premarital
fornication, marital sex, infidelity, same-sex intimacy, desire, impotency, sexual violence, and interracial
sex, were linked to ideals of masculinity. Sex and the Eighteenth-Century Man shows impressive range."
—Elizabeth Reis, author of Damned Women: Sinners and Witches in Puritan New England "Tom Foster
has given us a bold new interpretation of the importance of male sexuality to Puritan society. Sex, he
reveals, was at the center of eighteenth-century understandings of ideal and deviant
manhood—presenting a world where ideal manhood was constructed against nascent sexual types of
the sexually suspect bachelor, the dangerous black rapist, and the effeminate sodomite - and
demonstrating that 'inner states of desire' contributed to the identities early American men fashioned
for themselves. Skillfully researched and gracefully written, Sex and the Eighteenth- Century Man
makes an important contribution to the history of sexuality and the historical study of manhood in
America." —Clare A. Lyons, author of Sex among the Rabble: An Intimate History of Gender and Power
in the Age of Revolution "Such rich rhetorical material makes it clear that Foster chose his evidence
with an eye toward not only illuminating readers, but—rarity of rarities in the historical
profession—entertaining them as well." —The Texas Observer, review in the January 12th issue Thomas
A. Foster teaches in the department of history at DePaul University. He lives in Chicago, Illinois.
Sex, Power & Murder David Wright 2002 Details the tempestuous affair between Chandra Levy and
Congressman Gary Condit. Her murder scandalised America.
Weekly World News 2002-12-24 Rooted in the creative success of over 30 years of supermarket
tabloid publishing, the Weekly World News has been the world's only reliable news source since 1979.
The online hub www.weeklyworldnews.com is a leading entertainment news site.
Improper Advances Karen Dubinsky 1993-09-15 Why do men rape women? This is a question for which
there are many political, psychological, and sociological answers, but few historical ones. Improper
Advances is one of the first books to explore the history of sexual violence in any country. A study of
women, men, and sexual crime in rural and northern Ontario, it expands the terms of current debates
about sexuality and sexual violence. Karen Dubinsky relies on criminal case files, a revealing but largely
untapped source for social historians, to retell individual stories of sexual danger—crimes such as rape,
abortion, seduction, murder, and infanticide. Her research supports many feminist analyses of sexual
violence: that crimes are expressions of power, that courts are prejudiced by the victim's background,
and that most assaults occur within the victims' homes and communities. Dubinsky distinguishes herself
from most feminist scholars, however, by refusing to view women solely as victims and sex as a tool of
oppression. She finds that these women actively sought and took pleasure in sexuality, but they
distinguished between wanted and unwanted sexual encounters and attempted to punish coercive sex
despite obstacles in the court system and the community. Confronting a number of key theoretical and
historiographic controversies, including recent debates over sexuality in feminist theory and politics,
she challenges current thinking on the history of women, gender, and sexuality.
Sex, Power, Control Fiona Gardner 2021-01-01 Given their rhetoric on safeguarding, the response of
religious organisations to abuse by the clergy – sexual, physical and spiritual – has been inept,
thoughtless, mean, and without any sense of urgency. Sex, Power, Control explores the underlying
reasons for the mishandling of recent abuse cases. Using psychoanalytical and sociological insights, and
including her own experiences as shown in the BBC documentary Exposed: The Church’s Darkest
Secret, Gardner asks why the Churches find themselves in such a crisis, and how issues of power and
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control have contributed to secrecy, deception and heartache. Drawing on survivor accounts and
delving into the psychology of clergy abusers, she reveals a culture of avoidance and denial, while an
examination of power dynamics highlights institutional narcissism and a hierarchical structure based on
deference, with defensive assumptions linked to sex, gender and class. Sex, Power, Control is an
invaluable resource for all those in the church or similar institutions, and for anyone concerned about
child abuse.
Sex Crimes and Offenders Mary Clifford 2022-05-02 Sex Crimes and Offenders emphasizes the need
to focus on individual perpetrators while also stressing the importance of looking at the offender’s
social and cultural environments, as well as the social and political responses designed to hold
perpetrators accountable and help support victims
Weekly World News 2002-11-26 Rooted in the creative success of over 30 years of supermarket tabloid
publishing, the Weekly World News has been the world's only reliable news source since 1979. The
online hub www.weeklyworldnews.com is a leading entertainment news site.
Desperation Stephen King 2016-04-26 Several cross-country travelers--including a writer, a family on
vacation, and a professor and his wife--end up in the little mining town of Desperation, where a crazy
policeman and evil forces compel them to fight for their lives.
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